Data for Social Good CIC Challenge Application
Please include the following information in your application submission:
Date: Application Submission Date
Name: Your Name
Email: Your Email
Phone: Your Phone Number
Title: Your Title/Role
Organization: Also known as the “Challenge Sponsor,” please add the primary organization interested in working on the
challenge here.
Organization’s Mission: What is the mission of the challenge sponsor? If you have a department with an area of focus, please
also include the mission of your department as well.
Organization’s Website: What’s the best link to help us learn more about your organization?
Challenge Title: The challenge title can be changed later, but what’s a short high level title for the challenge we can use for the
time being.
Short Challenge Description: In about 240 characters, how would you describe a problem or opportunity you face that you’d
like to submit as a challenge to work on with the CIC?
On a scale of 1‐10, how would you rate your interest in building a technical solution to your problem if you’re satisfied with
working on the challenge with the CIC?: Your Number Here (Scale 1 – We’re not that interested in building a technical solution,
we’re more curious about learning about the cloud and new innovation techniques. 10 – We have resources and confidence
about moving forward with building a technical solution if we land on the right innovation solution.)
Budget to Support Project: This is not required, though it is helpful in understanding what resources can be applied to the
technical solution as we go through the process.
Are you supportive of publishing lessons learned from the challenge publicly?: Y/N ‐ Our team is happy to answer questions
about this in follow up conversations, but artifacts could include a draft press release/ vision document about the solution,
visuals that map out the problem, a solution design or prototype.
Bonus Questions/Optional: Full Challenge Description: In about 250‐1000 words, how would you describe a problem or
opportunity you face that you’d like to submit as a challenge to work on with the CIC?
Key questions to address here: Who are the key stakeholders inside and outside of your organization involved in addressing
this problem? What key barriers have you faced to addressing this problem so far? What data/stats does your organization
have that helps highlight the scope of this challenge? How would you describe the social impact of this challenge? What other
information do you think would be helpful for people outside of your field in understanding this problem? (Not required, but if
you have ideas about how technology might be helpful in addressing this problem, please include those in this section.)
Executive Sponsor Name: Do you have an executive at your organization identified that can be a champion for this project?
Submitting this Application: Submitting a challenge application to the Data for Social Good Cloud Innovation Center does not
guarantee the challenge will be accepted. Our team will review the application after it has been submitted and will follow up
with you about next steps. Please submit the completed form to dfsg@swin.edu.au

Submit completed form to dfsg@swin.edu.au

